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ABSTRACT
Some transit companies have reduced up to 25% of their fuel consumption by training their drivers on
eco-driving. We propose to further reduce fuel consumption by using best driving practices, which consist
of guiding drivers on the recommended ranges of vehicle speed and engine RPM that lead to minimum
fuel consumptions. These recommendations are obtained by monitoring the engine operational
parameters used by drivers who have shown the lowest fuel consumption while driving vehicles of similar
technology and running on the same section of the road. To demonstrate the applicability of this
alternative, we monitored a fleet of 15 transit buses of recent technology serving a »72-km long route of
general characteristics during eight months of normal operation. For each kilometer, trips with the lowest
fuel consumption were selected, and their interquartile ranges of RPM and speed were obtained. Then, a
well-trained driver in eco-driving traveled over the same road with same type of buses, using these
recommended ranges. Using his eco-driving training, he obtained a 0.5% reduction in fuel consumption
with respect to the average of the population, and by using the best driving practices, his savings
increased up to 10.1%. These savings were linked to an increase in the average energy efficiency of the
engine from 27.6% to 28.9%, which demonstrates that when drivers use these best driving practices, they
tend to operate the engine under conditions closer to the load—RPM engine area of engine highest
efficiency.
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1. Introduction

Currently, there is an urgent need for reducing fuel consump-
tion and therefore the emission of air pollutants from vehicles.
The transportation sector accounted for 25% of the total world
delivered energy consumption in 2012 (EIA, 2016) and 24% of
the global energy-related CO2 emissions (IEA, 2015). The larg-
est fraction of this energy demand (70%) was due to road trans-
portation (Ribeiro et al., 2012). In 2012, passenger or personal
mobility-related fuel consumption accounted for 61% of the
total world transportation energy consumption, while freight
modes accounted for the other 39% (EIA, 2016). More than
15% of the total operational costs of the US urban bus transit
industry are due to fuel consumption (Cubukcu, 2008), while
in Mexico, where transit transportation moves 98% of domestic
passengers, fuel consumption represented about 50% of the
companies’ variable costs (Huertas, D�ıaz, Cordero, & Cedillo,
2017).

Among the actions undertaken by companies to reduce their
fuel consumptions and environmental impact is eco-driving,
which has received considerable attention in recent decades
because of its positive cost-benefit balance. Companies that
have looked for fuel consumption reduction by training their
drivers on eco-driving principles have found that:

� The actions controlled by the driver accounted from
nothing up to »20% of fuel consumption reductions

(Rutty, Matthews, Andrey, & Del Matto, 2013; Stromberg
& Karlsson, 2013; Bj€orney & Ulfarsson, 2014).

� The effects of eco-driving training are short-lived. Reduc-
tions in fuel consumptions disappear after »6 months of
drivers being trained (Degraeuwe et al., 2013) and there-
fore there is a need for continuous monitoring of driver’s
behavior (Vagg et al., 2013). Providing feedback to
the driver is essential to maintain a positive impact of
the training, preferring intermittent feedback actions
more than continuous ones (Ando et al., 2012; Tulusan,
Staake, & Fleisch, 2012; Kircher, Fors, & Ahlstrom, 2014).

� The distraction due to eco-driving messages to the drivers
is not riskier than other activities they perform while driv-
ing (Rouzikhah, King, & Rakotonirainy, 2013).

� It has been observed that drivers following eco-driving
techniques exhibit great differences in fuel consumption
(Bandeira et al., 2016; Garcia-Castro, Monzon, Valdes, &
Romana, 2017), indicating that eco-driving can be
improved.

There is no exact definition for eco-driving. In the general
sense, it includes those strategic decisions (vehicle selection and
maintenance), tactical decisions (route selection and vehicle
load), and operational decisions (driver behavior) that improve
vehicle fuel consumption (Sivak & Schoettle, 2012).
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